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Brief Paper 
Robust Performance of Systems with Structured 
Uncertainties in State Space* 
KEMIN ZHOU,t PRAMOD P. KHARGONEKAR,$ JAKOB STOUSTRUP§ 
and HANS HENRIK NIEMANN§ 
Key Words-Robust control; state feedback; convex programming. 
Abstmet-This paper considers robust performance analysis 
and state feedback design for systems with time-varying 
parameter uncertainties. The notion of a strongly robust % 
performance criterion is introduced, and its applications in 
robust performance analysis and synthesis for nominally 
linear systems with time-varying uncertainties are discussed 
and compared with the constant scaled small gain criterion. It 
is shown that most robust performance analysis and synthesis 
problems under this strongly robust % performance 
criterion can be transformed into linear matrix inequality 
problems, and can be solved through finite-dimensional 
convex programming. The results are in general less 
conservative than those using small gain type criteria. 
1. Introduction 
During the last decade, much progress has been made in the 
robust control analysis and synthesis of linear time-invariant 
systems with time-invariant uncertainties. In particular, the 
development of Z?_ theory and structured singular value 
computation algorithms has greatly simplified the robust 
stability, performance analysis and controller design (see 
Doyle, 1982; Packard and Doyle, 1988; Doyle et al., 1989, 
1991; Krause ef al., 1989; and references therein). For 
systems with time-varying uncertainties, some new results 
regarding the system robust stability have also been 
developed using the notion of quadratic stability (see Boyd 
and Yang, 1989, Khargonekar et al., 1990; Packard and 
Doyle, 1990, Packard er al., 1991; Becker and Packard, 1991). 
However, the robust performance problem for systems with 
time-varying uncertainties has not been sufficiently explored. 
The most commonly used criterion in this case is the 
so-called constant scaled small gain condition (Krause et al., 
1989). This paper is motivated by the need to improve the 
results that can be obtained by the constant scaled small gain 
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criterion. Our approach is closely related to the notion of 
quadratic stability and is a further extension of the results 
presented in Boyd and Yang (1989), Khargonekar et al. 
(1990). Packard et al. (19911, Packard and Dovle (1990). Xie 
and S&a (199Oa, b),‘Becker and Packard (l-991), Geromel 
er al. (1991) and Peres et al. (1991). 
In this paper we consider the notion of strongly robust %_ 
performance. This is a natural generalization of the concept 
of quadratic stability and is related to an analogous concept 
introduced in Xie and Sousa (199Oa,b). While some of the 
results presented in this paper are similar to those in 
Geromel et al. (1991) and Peres et al. (1991), we consider a 
more general class of uncertain systems and a more natural 
description of the uncertainty. More importantly, it should 
also be noted that our results are non-conservative, i.e. the 
conditions stated in the paper are necessary and sufficient 
under the defined stability and performance notions. We 
consider linear time-invariant systems with real time-varying 
parameter uncertainties which lie in compact intervals. The 
main results of this paper show that both analysis and 
state-feedback synthesis problems can be reduced to 
finite-dimensional convex programming problems. 
The paper is organized as follows: the strongly robust x_ 
performance criterion is formally introduced in Section 2 and 
its implications in disturbance rejection and robust stability 
are discussed. It is also shown in this section that under this 
robust performance criterion the dynamic state feedback 
problem is equivalent to a static state feedback problem. 
Section 3 considers the analysis problem while Section 4 
considers the state feedback controller synthesis problem. 
The results obtained in this paper are compared with the 
so-called scaled small gain condition in Section 5 and an 
example is shown in Section 6 to illustrate our results. The 
corresponding discrete-time results are also obtained in 
Section 7. Finally, Section 8 offers some conclusions. 
2. Preliminaries 
Consider a linear time-varying dynamical system with a 
state space representation 
i=Abx+BAw, x(O)=0 (1) 
z = C,x + D,w, (2) 
where A,, B&, CA, and DA are continuous matrix functions 
of A(r), and A(t) E A is (possibly) a time-varying uncertain 
matrix. The symbol A denotes a compact set of appropriately 
dimensioned matrices with a particular structure which will 
be specified later on. The function A(r) is assumed to be a 
measurable function of t E [0, m). 
Definirion 1. The system described by equations (1) and (2) 
with w = 0 is said to be quadratically stable if there exists a 
symmetric matrix X > 0 such that V(x) = X’XX is a Lyapunov 
function for the system, i.e. V@(t)) <O for all x ZO and 
A EA. 
The key point here is that the Lyapunov function is fixed 
and is independent of uncertainty. It should be noted that 
this stability notion is quite reasonable since the uncertainty 
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A(!) could be time-varying. Moreover this stability notion is 
useful even in the case of time-invariant real uncertainty due 
to the lack of better analysis methods. This point will be 
further demonstrated in Section 5. 
Definition 2. The time-varying uncertain dynamical system 
described by equations (1) and (2) is said to satisfy strongly 
robust %?% performance criterion if /lDAl/ < 1 VA E A and 
there exists a constant symmetric matrix X > 0 such that 
A;X + XAJ + (XBA + C;D,)R,‘(B;X + DLC,) 
+ C;CA c 0 (3) 
for all I 2 0 and A t A. where R, = I - DkD, 3 0. 
It is easy to see that if a system satislies strongly robust Jr‘; 
performance criterion. then it is necessarily quadratically 
stable. This concept is also equivalent to a robust disturbance 
attenuation concept introduced in Xie and Souza (1990a.b). 
The strongly robust K, performance criterion implies a 
standard X, disturbance attenuation bound as shown in the 
following lemma: 
Lemma 3. Suppose that A is a compact set and the uncertain 
system in equations (1) and (2) satisfies the strongly robust 
Z= performance criterion. Then the system is quadratically 
stable and there exists an E > 0 such that 
IlZllr~(l -e) //No. 
Proof: Let V(x) := .u’Xx and define 
-Q,:=AiX + XA, + (X8,+ CiD,)R,’ 
x (B;X + DiC,) + C‘ic‘,. 
Then there exists a (suticiently small) e 
AEA 
and 
Q, := Q,(XB, + CiD,HR, 
x (B;X + DLCJ > 0. 
>O such that for all 
-R,‘) 
It follows from the delinition that the uncertain system is 
quadratically stable. Furthermore, we have 
I~/&““[I?~w ~ (B;X + D;C,)x]ll' - x'Q>x 
If w E i”:. then x E ,x2-,. and integrating from t r 0 to I = x 
gives 
Thus 
for some E > 0. 0 
Our objective in this paper is to derive some easily 
computable conditions for checking the satisfaction of the 
strongly robust E% performance criterion for certain classes 
of uncertain systems. We shall also consider finding state 
feedback controllers to achieve the strongly robust x, 
performance criterion. The following result is a generaliza- 
tion of Khargonekar ef al. (1988): 
Theorem 4. Consider the uncertain system 
i = A,.r + Blw + B,,u (4) 
,’ = C’,s + n,w + 1%A\1, (5) 
v = x (6) 
and suppose that there exists a dynamic state feedback 
controller u = K(s)y such that the closed-loop system satisfies 
the strongly robust Z performance criterion. Then there 
exists a real matrix F such that with the static controller 
u = Fy, the closed-loop system satisfies the strongly robust 
Z performance criterion. 
Proof: Suppose that there exists a dynamic state feedback 
controller 
such that the closed-loop system satisfies the strongly robust 
Z performance criterion. The closed-loop system has the 
following state space representation: 
z= [C, 
i 
O]+[Dza O,[; ;])[;I +D,w 
+ DAw 
By definition, there exists a X > 0 such that 
ii,..? + B/i + (M + Z‘,D,)R,~(B’,% + D;C) + PC co, 
(7) 
with R, = I ~ DkDh 10. 
Define a matrix W and a matrix Y 10 as 
and. furthermore, define 
X=Y ‘>O, F=WY ‘. 
Then it can be shown using inequality (7) that X and F satisfy 
the following inequality 
X(AA + BZaF) + (A, + B,,F)‘X 
+ [XB, + (C, + D,,F) D,]Ri ’ 
x [BLX + D;(C, + D,,F)] 
+ (C, + DzAF)‘(C~ + DzaF) 4 0. 
This implies that the following system: 
i = (A, + B,,F)x t B,w 
z = (C, + D,,F)x + D,w 
satisfies the strongly robust Z& performance criterion. In 
other words, u = Fx is a strongly robust xZ performance 
state feedback controller. n 
3. Robust performance of uncertain systems 
In this section, we shall consider strongly robust x7 
performance for a special class of uncertain systems. Suppose 
that the uncertain system admits a state space realization in 
the following form: 
where 
x’ = A,x + B1w (8) 
z, = C,x f D,w, (0) 
for some constant matrices A, Bo, B,, C,,, C,, DC,,, D,,,, and 
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D,,. For simplicity, we shall also assume that the uncertainty implication of (ii)e(iii) follows from the Schur complement 
matrix A E A is real-time varying and formula. To show (ii) j (i), let us first define 
A = {block diag [6,(t)&,, . . , 6,(t)Ikm]:&(t) E [&, a]}. 
For future reference, we shall denote the vertex set of A as 
A,,* = {block diag [Silk,, . . , 6,,&,] : & = & or & = &}. 
It is easy to see that there are 2” vertices in A,,,. 
[ 
ALX +XAA XBA CA 
oA:= BLX -I DA . 
cA DA -I 1 
Since A appears affinely in Q,, it is easy to see by convexity 
that 
Remark 5. It is interesting to note that the uncertainty 
operator A can in’ fact be a nonlinear time-varying bounded 
operator and not necessarily a linear time-varying gain 
matrix. As an example, consider a nonlinear uncertainty of 
the form 
This implies that QA <O VA E A if and only if QA < 0 
VA l A,,. On the other hand, it is easy to see from the 
Schur complement formula that QA < 0 VA E A is equivalent 
to 
where the nonlinear time-varying functions 
1 , . . , 9 satisfy 
517: 5 qigi(t, rh) 5 &If. 
dt vi), i = 
Then in this case, if we design a controller such that the 
closed-loop system with the time-varying uncertainty gain 
matrix A = diag (S,, . . , 6,) with & E [&, Si] satisfies the 
strongly robust &4, performance criterion, then the same 
statement holds for the nonlinear uncertainty as well. It is 
also important to note that the operator A need not 
necessarily be uncertain for the analysis and synthesis 
approaches proposed here to be applicable. These ap- 
proaches may also be useful for systems with known but 
complicated operator A in order to simplify the analysis and 
design. This is particularly true for the analysis and synthesis 
of nonlinear time-varying systems. 
The following theorem is our main result of this section: 
Theorem 6. Consider the uncertain system described by 
equations (8) and (9). Define 
Rh := I - DkDb. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) The system satisfies the strongly robust %L performance 
criterion. 
(ii) R, > 0, VA E Ayex and there exists an X = X’ > 0 such 
that 
AAX + XAb + (XB, + CkD,)R,’ 
x (BLX + D&C*) + COCA <O 
for all A E Avex. 
(iii) R* > 0, VA E A,,, and there exists an X = X’ > 0 such 
that 
CADA <o 
-RA 1 
for all A E A,,.. 
Proof First note that R, > 0, VA E A if and only if 
I -Di 
-DA I 1 >O VAEA 
if and only if 
I -DA 
-DA I 1 z=- 0 VA E A,_ 
The proof for (i) j (ii) is trivial since A,,, c A and the 
AAX + XAA + (XB, + CkDJRz’ 
X (BLX + DkC,J + CkCA < 0 
for all A E A, i.e. strongly robust %!_ performance criterion is 
satisfied. Cl 
Now the key point is that finding a positive definite 
symmetric matrix X > 0 such that condition (iii) holds can be 
done through convex programming. In particular, the 
numerical algorithm described in Boyd and Yang (1989) can 
be modified easily for this problem. 
Remark 7. In fact, the above results (and the results 
presented in the rest of the paper) apply to a much more 
general class of uncertain systems. For example, suppose the 
uncertain system matrices satisfy the following conditions: for 
each $, there exist appropriately dimensional matrix 
functions Ei, Hi, and scalar functions oi, pi which are all 
independent of $ such that 
AA BA 
[ 1 _ Ei + &Hi cA DA q + 6,& . 
Then it is easy to see that the following relation used in the 
proof is still true: 
Hence, the theorem holds for uncertain systems satisfying the 
above conditions. 
Remark 8. It is not hard to show that for the class of 
uncertain systems considered above, the system matrices can 
be written in a matrix linear fractional form: 
[“c: 3 = K, ;:,I + K:J 
x A(Z - D,A)-‘[Co D,,] 
for some matrices A, B,, B,,, C,, CO, DIO, DIO, D, and 
A E A. Hence this problem can also be treated in the general 
linear fractional framework and the constant scaled small 
gain condition can be used as suggested in Krause et al, 
(1989). The advantages of these approaches will be further 
discussed in Section 5. 
4. Robust state feedback control 
In this section, we shall consider state feedback controller 
design such that the closed-loop system satisfies the strongly 
robust &I_ performance criterion. For technical reason, we 
shall only consider the following class of uncertain systems: 
~=AAx+BAw+B,Au, AEA (IO) 
z = CAx + D,w + DzAu (11) 
y =x, (12) 
where AA, BA, BzA, CA, DA, and DzA are any affine matrix 
functions of A as assumed in the last section and A is the 
same compact set defined in the last section. In fact, they can 
be more complicated matrix functions as pointed out in the 
last section. 
Theorem 9. There exists a state feedback controller such that 
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the above closed-loop system satisfies the strongly robust Z= 
performance criterion if and only if RA:= I - DkDa >O, 
VA E Ayex and there exists a matrix W and a matrix 
Y = Y’ > 0 such that 
i 
YA;+A,Y+ W’BiL\+BZ,W 
B; t DkChY t DkDzA W 
C,Yt DzA 
Bs. t YC;D, + W’Di3D3 YC; + W’D; 
--R, 0 
1 
< 0 
0 -I 
for all A E A,,,. Moreover, the scalar feedback controller can 
be taken as a constant gain as 
F‘=WY I 
Proof: (*) By Theorem 4, it can be assumed without loss of 
generality that there exists F such that the closed-loop system 
with u = Fx satisfies the strongly robust ZE performance 
criterion. The closed-loop system can be written as 
X = (A, t B&)x + B,w 
z = (C, + D2,F)x + D,w. 
By the definition of strongly robust 2L performance criterion 
and Theorem 5, there exists an X = X’ > 0 such that 
X(AA t BZJF) + (Ad t BzaF)‘X 
+ (C, t D,d’)‘(C, + Dd) 
+ [XB, t (C, + D,,F)‘D,]RA’ 
x [BLX + D;(C, t DziF)] < 0 
for all A t A,,,. Now define 
Y:=X ‘, W=FX ‘. 
Then the above inequality can be written as 
YAi + A,Y + W’B;, + B,,W 
+ (YC; t W’DIJ(CsY + D?AW) 
+ [B, + YCiDA t W’D;,]R,’ 
x [B; + DiCIY + D;Dz3 W] < 0 
or equivalently 
I 
YA:, t A,Y i W’B;, + BzlW 
BI, t DiCAY t DiDz,W 
CAY + Dz,W 
B, t YC;D, + W’D:,D, YC; t W’DiA 
m-R1 0 
I 
< 0 
0 -I 
for all A E A,,Cx. 
(e) This follows easily by reversing the above steps and 
using the state-feedback gain F = WY ‘. 0 
This theorem shows that the problem of state feedback 
synthesis can be reduced to searching for the matrices W, Y 
satisfying the linear matrix inequality above. The main point 
is that this matrix inequality is convex in W, Y and thus 
convex programming techniques can be used to solve for W, 
Y. This result is similar to Becker and Packard (1991), and 
Packard et al. (1991). The above theorem can be simplified 
considerably if BZil, CA, and D2., are all independent of 
uncertainty A and, furthermore, D,, = 0. 
Corollary IO. Suppose D,, = 0. BzA = Bl, C, -x C‘, , and 
D,, = D,2. Define Rz := D;,D12 z 0 and let D, be any matrix 
such that 
D, D’, := I - D,,R2 ID;,. 
Then there exists a state feedback controller such that the 
above closed-loop system satisfies the strongly robust Z 
performance criterion if and only if there exists a Y = Y’ > 0 
such that 
A,-BZR~‘D;ZC, 0 
D;C, 0 
(A,-BZR~‘D;&‘,) C;D, 
0 0 I 
0 
-I <O 1 
for all A E AVex. Moreover, the state feedback controller can 
be taken as a constant gain as 
F = -R, ‘(D;&‘, + B;Y-‘) 
Proof: (3) Similar to the proof of Theorem 9, there exists 
anX=X’>Osuch that 
(AA + B$)‘X t X(AA + B,F) + XBbBkX 
+ (C, t D,,F)‘(C, + D,,F) <O 
for all A E A,,,. Now complete the square with respect to F 
to get 
(A, - BzRz ‘D;J,)‘X t X(AA - B,R,‘D;,C,) 
+ C;(I - D,2RF’D;Z)C, + XB,BhX 
- XB2R~‘B;X + (F t R,‘(D;,C, + B;X)‘R* 
x (F + R;‘(D;2C, + B;X)) < 0. 
Then we have 
(A, ~ B,Ri ‘D;J,)‘X t X(A* - B2R,‘D;2C,) 
t C;(I ~ D12R,‘D;,)C, 
t XB,BhX - XB,R,‘X < 0 
for all A E AVr,. Now define Y :=X ‘. We have 
Y(A, - B2R; ‘D;&,)’ t (A, - B,R,‘D;,C,)Y 
+YC;D,D;C,Y+B,Bh-B2R;‘B;<0 
or equivalently 
I 
AA-B2R~‘D;J, 0 Y 0 
D’, C, 0 I[ 1 0 I 
(A, -BZR;m’D;ZC,)’ C;D, 
0 0 1 
B,Bk- B2R;‘B; 0 
0 -I 1 <o 
for all A E A,,,. 
(c) This again follows easily by reversing the above steps. 
•1 
5. Compurison with small gain type criterion 
In this section, we will analyze the conservativeness of the 
proposed analysis and synthesis framework. In particular, we 
will compare the proposed method with constant scaled small 
gain type analysis and synthesis methodology, i.e. time 
varying p framework. We will focus on a simple class of 
uncertain systems where the system can be shown as in Fig. 1 
with 
A B, B, 
M(s):= C,, 0 0 
H-1 c, 0 0 
Fig. 1. Uncertainty description. 
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and A = diag [8,(t), S,(r), . . . , 8,(t)]. We sh_all also assume 
that the uncertainty is normalized so that Si = -_Si = 1, i.e. 
IIAII 5 I. 
Now define the constant scaling matrix set as 
.Y = {block diag (T, T2, . . . , T,) :0 < T = T; E L@E*ix”i}. 
It is clear that for any T E 9 and A E A, we have TAT-’ = A. 
By small gain type of criterion, the system is robustly stable 
and (]z])~< ((w](~ for all A E A if there exists a T E T such 
that 
By ‘bounded real lemma’, the above is true if and only if 
there is an X = X’ > 0 such that 
XA + A’X + X[B,T-’ B,][BOT-’ B,]‘X 
+[F]‘[T]<o. (13) 
We now show that the inequality (13) implies the strongly 
robust sltb, performance condition. To do that, we note that 
for any T E T, we have 
XB&,, + C;A’B,$X 
sXE,T-‘(T’)-‘B&Y + CAT’TC,, (14) 
for all A E A. Using inequalities (13) and (14), we have 
immediately 
X(A + B&Z,) + (A + B&,,)‘X + XB,B;X 
+C;C,<O, VAEA, 
i.e. the strongly robust Z performance criterion is satisfied. 
However, it should be pointed out that the strongly robust 
Z_ performance criterion condition does not in general imply 
the constant scaled small gain condition. This should be clear 
from the fact that quadratic stability for systems with 
structured real-time varying uncertainty does not in general 
imply the scaled small gain condition, see Packard and Doyle 
(1990). Hence, the proposed method is in general less 
conservative than the constant scaled p method. They are 
equivalent if A is an unstructured full real block. This fact is 
a generalization of an analogous result on the equivalence 
between quadratic stability and the small gain theorem for 
unstructured real uncertainty (Khargonekar er al., 1990), and 
follows essentially from Fu et al. (1991). For completeness, 
we shall give a very short proof. We need a matrix fact which 
is referred to as Finsler’s Lemma, see, e.g. Petersen (1987). 
Lemma 11. Let P, Q, and R be n X n symmetric matrices 
and P?O, Q<O, and RrO. Assume 
(z’Qz)* - 4(t’Pz)(z’Rz) >O 
for all O# z E %“. Then there exists a constant A >O such 
that 
P+hQ+,@R<O. 
Theorem 12. Suppose A = %M”‘xm, i.e. A = {A E pxrn, 
llA]l 5 1). Then the system satisfies the strongly robust % 
performance criterion if and only if there exists a constant 
d > 0 such that 
Proof. The ‘if part is obvious from the previous discussion. 
We only need to show the ‘only if part. Suppose that the 
system satisfies the strongly robust E performance criterion, 
i.e. there exists an X = X’ > 0 such that 
X(A + B,,AC,,) + (A + B,,AC,)‘X + XB,B;X 
+C;C,<O, VAEA 
or equivalently for all z E %“, we have 
z’(XA +A’X +XB,B;X + C;C,)z < -2~~~z’X&AC,,z. 
The maximum on the right-hand side can be computed easily 
and we have 
z’(XA + A’X + XB, B;X + C;C,)z 
< -2~z’XB,B~Xzz’C&,z. 
By Finsler’s Lemma, there exists a constant d > 0 such that 
(XB,B;X) + d*(XA + A’X + XB, B;X + C;C,) 
+ d4C& < 0 
or equivalently 
d-*(XB,B;IX) + (XA + A’X + XB, B;X + C; C,) 
+ d2C;C0 < 0, 
i.e. 
XA + A’X + XIBod-’ B,][B&’ BJX 
The last inequality implies by ‘bounded real lemma’ that 
6. A numerical example 
In this section, we shall use a simple example to illustrate 
the results obtained in the previous sections. We shall adopt 
the notation in Section 4 and assume 
AA= 
[- 
Bg= [F5], B2~=[3 CA=[:, o”] 
where &I 5 8 and si E 3. The ellipsoid algorithm has been 
implemented here to solve this problem. 
It is found that the open-loop system (without -applying 
state feedback) is quadratically stable if and only if 6 < 0.548 
and V(x) = X’XX with 
x = 
[ 
0.1214 0.0865 
0.0865 0.1035 I 
is a Lyapunov function for S = 0.54. 
On the other hand, the open-loop system satisfies the 
strongly robust %_ performance if and only if 6 < 0.225 and 
x= 6.10309 
[ 
5.04167 
5.04167 5.95436 1 
in a solution to the inequality (3) for 3 = 0.224. 
Finally there exists a slrongly robust ZY_ performance state 
feedback if and only if 6 < 2.618. In fact, we find a positive 
definite matrix 
y= 0.0826 
[ 
0.0156 
0.0156 0.0707 1 
which satisfies the inequality in Corollary 10 for 8 = 2.61 and 
this gives a state feedback law 
u = t-12.635 2.79461~ 
which makes the closed-loop systems satisfy the strongly 
robust Z performance. 
7. Discrete-time systems 
Having discussed the robust performance problem for 
continuous-time systems, a natural question to pose is 
whether similar results hold in the discrete-time case. In 
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studying discrete-time systems, one can use the bilinear 
transformation to convert the problem into a continuous- 
time problem. In the present setting, this transformation 
complicates the description of the uncertain matrices A,, B,, 
etc. Consequently, we shall address the discrete-time 
problem directly. It is shown below that the robust 
performance problem for an uncertain discrete-time system 
can also be solved using finite-dimensional convex 
optimization. 
Consider the discrete-time uncertain system 
.ri + , = AAxk + B,w, + B,,u, (IS) 
ck = C>+ + DAwI + DzAuk (16) 
v, = x1. , (17) 
where again A,. B,, etc are assumed to be alline matrix 
functions of A E A and A is the compact set defined in 
Section 3. 
To derive the discrete-time results. we need a discrete-time 
xT norm characterization (Doyle e/ al.. 1991). 
A B 
Lemma 13. Let G(Z) = C D be a stable discrete-time [H-l 
system. Then ~]G(z)/\~< I if and only if there exists a 
nonsingular matrix T such that 
or equivalently there exists an X 10 such that 
K :l’[:: x 3 -K :I<()- 
Note that the matrix inequality characterization of a bounded 
real function is equivalent to the following Riccati inequality 
characterization: there exists an X 20 such that I - D’D - 
B’XB > 0 and 
A’XA -X + (B’XA + D’C)‘(I - D’D - B’XB) ’ 
x (B’XA + D’C) + C’C < 0. 
Now we can introduce the definition of strongly robust ZK 
performance criterion for a discrete-time system. 
Definirion 14. The time-varying uncertain dynamical system 
described by equations (15) and (16) with u = 0 is said to 
satisfy strongly robust %!% performance criterion if there 
exists a constant symmetric matrix X > 0 such that 
K: E:l’[‘: :‘l[t: 6:J -[I :1<() 
for all A E A. 
We also need a simple matrix fact. which follows from the 
standard Schur complement result, to prove our results. 
Lemmn 15. Let A be any square matrix. Then P >(I and 
A’PA-P<Oifandonlyif 
I 
-p ’ -A <o. 
-A’ -P 1 
Now the following result is obvious. 
Theorem 16. Suppose A,, BA, Cd, and DA are alhne matrix 
functions of A E A. Then the uncertain system described by 
equations (15) and (16) with u = 0 satisfies the strongly 
robust %% performance criterion if and only if there exists an 
X z 0 such that 
I:: “o:l’i:: ‘:I[(“: :I- I:: %() 
for all A t A,,,. 
The state feedback results can also be obtained 
analogously. 
Theorem 17. There exists a state feedback controller such 
that the system described by equations (15) and (16) satisfies 
the strongly robust F& performance criterion if and only if 
there exist a matrix W and a matrix Y = Y’ > 0 such that 
-Y 0 
0 -I 
-(YA;+ W’B;,) (YCk+ W’DiJ 
-B; -Dk 
-(A,Y+&,W -BAG 
-(c~y+&w) -DA <o 
-Y 0 I 
0 -I 1 
for all A E A,,,. Moreover, the state feedback controller can 
be taken at a constant gain as 
F=WY ‘_ 
Proof: (+) Note that the discrete version of Theorem 4 
holds and can be proved along the same lines. Hence it can 
be assumed without loss of generality that there exists a F 
such that the closed-loop system with uk = Fxk satisfies the 
strongly robust Z performance criterion. The closed-loop 
system can be written as 
.rk = (A, + B,,F)x, + BAwk 
ok = (C4 + D>AF)xk + DAWN. 
By definitions and Theorem 16, there exists an X =X’ >O 
such that 
[ ::I::::: “D:K !K:=$:. 21 -[f :I<0 
for all A E A,,,. Now using Lemma 15, we have 
I 
-IX;’ ;1 -[$:::.$ “D:l <o, 
- ::z:;:: :I’ I -[t :I I 
Now the result follows by pre- and post-multiplying the 
above inequality by 
[ 
IO 0 0 
oz 0 0 
0 0 X_’ 0 
00 0 I 
anddefining Y:=X-‘, W=FT’. 
(c) This follows easily by reversing the above steps and 
using the state feedback gain F = WY- ‘. 0 
X. Conclusions 
In this paper we considered the robust performance 
analysis and state feedback synthesis for a certain class of 
uncertain systems with time-varying parameter uncertainties. 
A notion of robust performance for systems with 
time-varying uncertainties-strongly robust Z performance 
criterion-was introduced. 
It was shown that for the class of uncertain systems 
considered in this paper the strongly robust %Z performance 
problem can be formulated as a convex programming 
problem and gives, in general, less conservative results than 
those obtained using the scaled small gain condition. Parallel 
results were also obtained for discrete-time systems. 
However, the strongly robust %?= performance problem is 
still unsolved for systems with general linear fractional 
uncertainty although we could immediately generalize our 
results to some classes of systems with linear fractional 
uncertainty as we did at the end of Section 3. 
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